Dawar Technologies Opens New Corporate Headquarters
PITTSBURGH, December 4, 2019 – Dawar Technologies, the US based leader in projected capacitive
(PCAP) touch display solutions, is opening a new corporate headquarters in Pittsburgh. The building,
located at 921 Ridge Ave., is in the revitalized North Shore area of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
“Dawar Technologies’ headquarters has been located in the North Shore of Pittsburgh since 1998” said
Dennis Fitzgerald, President and CEO of Dawar Technologies. During that time the North Shore has seen
significant transformation into a vibrant community with a mixture of sports and entertainment facilities
including Heinz field, home of the Pittsburgh Steelers, and PNC Park, home of the Pittsburgh Pirates.
The North Shore is also home to the corporate headquarters of several local and globally recognized
companies. Mr. Fitzgerald went on to say, “When contemplating a site for a technology company such
as ours that designs, markets, and produces complex user interface products, this space and location
perfectly matched our facility needs.”
Dawar Technologies has been manufacturing PCAP sensors and display assemblies on the North Shore
for ten years. During that time they have also expanded their supply chain, working with multiple
qualified manufacturing partners in Asia. “As our supply chain options have expanded, we have been
able to offer lower cost options to our customers” said Edin Mesic, Vice President of Supply Chain. “As a
result, our Pittsburgh manufacturing facility has become more focused on providing optical bonding
services and display integration. Our new headquarters were specifically designed to accommodate and
improve our optical bonding and integration capabilities.”
The move to 921 Ridge Ave. will be effective as of January 1, 2020. For more information on Dawar’s
products and services, visit their web site at www.dawar.com.
Founded in 1883, Dawar Technologies is a global leader in providing clients with full systems-based
solutions from simple integration of in house designed touch screens and controllers to LCDs sourced
from multiple display partners. With their rapidly expanding engineering and supply chain services,
Dawar offers their medical, industrial, and aerospace customers fully customized solutions designed and
built to their individual specifications.

